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• BS, Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering, Georgia Tech
• PhD, Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering, UC Berkeley
• Postdoctoral researcher, Northeastern University

• Editor of Trends in Biotechnology since 2016
• Senior manager on the Trends team, previous secondments with Cell 

Press Multi-Journal Submission and STAR Protocols

• Board game enthusiast, amateur trumpet player, occasional beer brewer, 
full-time cat owner

About me



• One of 16 Trends journals (monthly reviews journals) published by 
Cell Press (a unit or imprint of Elsevier)

• Focus on clarity, accessibility, novelty, timeliness, conciseness

• Biotechnology = useful applications of biology, 
biobased solutions to important problems

• Everything from engineering bacteria for chemical production to 
biosensors to biofabricated tissues

• 42 years old and still going strong (yes, the journal is older than I am)

• Started publishing research articles in 2024

About Trends in Biotechnology



• Full-time, doctorate-level, non-academic, non-research position
• Contrast with academic editors (professors, part-time or contract basis)
• At Elsevier, mostly but not exclusively within Cell Press and The Lancet

• Equal parts subject matter expertise, product management, customer 
service
− Must at least understand the science (even if you’re not an authority)

− Liaison among production, marketing, web, commercial products, operations

− Maintain positive relationships even when delivering bad news

• Most important part of my job: helping authors succeed

About professional scientific editors



Choosing a journal



• 28,078 journals published at least one article in 2022
− Up from 24,606 in 2016

− Not counting books, book series, conference proceedings, trade publications 
(more like 32,000)

• Scopus currently indexes 45,806 journals, book series, conference 
proceedings, and trade publications

• More than 3 million journal articles were published in both 2021 and 2022

• Finding the right journal increases your chances of publication and makes it 
more likely that people will appreciate your work

There are more scientific journals than ever



• The most important consideration

• Who do you want to read your paper? Read the journal, and think about where
− Your collaborators (and competitors) publish

− The research your manuscript cites was published

− The results presented at conferences and symposia you attend are published

• Scientific scope vs.

• Breadth vs.

Aims and scope



• Can be tough to define; includes but is not limited to
− Clarifying complex issues, changes the way people think about the field

− Discovering a new entity, behavior, or property

− Inventing a technology or product, implications for translation or scale-up

• Not the same thing as novelty, quality, or even importance of the research
• New advance on a very narrow question might be technically excellent and 

important to a small community but to few people outside it

Conceptual advance

“findings of unusual 
significance”

“high-quality research 
[with] new insight”

“a significant contribution 
[and] robust results”

“scientifically accurate 
and valuable research”



• Open access options

• Society affiliation

• Editorial process, peer review practice

• Promotion, press engagement

• Journal metrics
− Journal Impact Factor, CiteScore, Immediacy Index, CAS tiers…

− Journal-level metrics ≠ article quality

Other things to consider



journalfinder.elsevier.comHow to do this?



How to do this? cell.com/multi-journal-submission



Publishing models
Open access, preprints, and more



• Scientific journals date back to 1665
− Business model: publisher solicits manuscripts, prints them in 

an issue, sells each issue; replaces private communications

− Value to the author: dissemination, external validation

− Value to the community: discoverability, archiving

• Different value proposition with the internet
− Not buying a physical thing anymore, but

− Dissemination, validation, discoverability, archiving remain

− Plus advocacy, ethics, education, technological advance

• Few if any pure subscription journals remain at Elsevier

Journal subscriptions



• Also known as “author pays” open access 
(but a funding agency, library, research consortium, etc. 
might actually pay)

• A fee to publish (article processing charge or APC) 
replaces journal subscriptions, and anyone can read 
the published article for free

• Why people like it: immediate access for all readers 
upon publication; more downloads and (maybe?) 
citations; seen as more inclusive and equitable

• Why people don’t like it: it’s expensive, especially at 
highly selective journals where the APC must subsidize 
the editorial work put into papers that aren’t published; 
can incentivize predatory publishing

Gold open access 



• A subscription journal where authors have the option to
− Publish under subscription access at no cost OR 

− Pay an APC to make their article open access

• Why people like it: gives the author a choice; helps 
authors comply with mandates from their funding 
agency or national policy

• Why people don’t like it: less open than gold OA; 
makes subscribing to the journal less valuable; can 
create confusion among readers about what’s 
accessible and what’s not; tends to require high APCs

Hybrid open access 



• Green open access: making a version of a manuscript 
freely accessible in a repository
− Version varies but generally the initially submitted 

manuscript or the revised and accepted manuscript, not the 
final formatted article

− Repository: online database containing the manuscripts and 
metadata (authors, title, abstract, references), may be 
associated with a funding agency or an institution

− May be an embargo period after publication before this is 
allowed

• May need to self-archive (common for institutional 
repositories) or the publisher may have an agreement

Green open access and repositories



• If you paid an APC (gold or hybrid open access) then 
− You retain copyright and can do whatever else you want 

with your published article

− Other people can use your work with attribution
(maybe subject to commercial and derivative restrictions)

− You cannot prevent anyone from accessing/using your work

− Your article will remain freely accessible to everyone forever

• A publisher may also make an article freely accessible
− In promotion, marketing, special collections

− When in the public interest (e.g., COVID-19 articles)

− In the open archive

Open access vs. free access



• Preprint: a manuscript that has not been submitted to a 
journal or peer reviewed

• Most publishers, including Elsevier, support posting 
preprints; some journals allow direct submission from 
preprint servers

• Why this is useful: make your work freely available 
before it’s published; solicit feedback on a work in 
progress; get a DOI that can be cited in grant 
applications

• What this is not: curated by aims and scope; peer 
reviewed for technical correctness; assessed for 
importance or significance; validated by the scientific 
community

Preprints



• Do anything you want with your preprint, whether 
submitted or not

• Add your submitted or accepted manuscript to a 
repository after the embargo period

• Distribute your published OA article on a public website 
or commercial platform

• Share your published article privately among friends or 
colleagues

• Reuse your published article in talks or teaching

• Modify a preprint after submission based on reviewer or 
editorial comments (depending on the publisher)

• Distribute your published non-OA article publicly

What can and can’t I do with my manuscript or article?



Navigating the publishing process
Submission, review, revision

(and handling rejection)



What this process looks like

Reject
Rebuttal

Transfer

Revise

Accept

Authors Editors

Rejection Peer review

Rebuttal Transfer

Editors



1. Make sure the manuscript tells a coherent story
2. Be forthcoming about limitations of the study
3. Write a descriptive, enticing title
4. Check that the manuscript is complete 

(figures called out, essential elements included)
5. Use the cover letter to your advantage
6. Comply with journal requirements 

(but you probably don’t need to have the formatting perfect)
7. Have your metadata ready (author emails, ORCIDs, funding information)
8. Ensure data availability
9. Thoughtfully suggest reviewers
10.Be patient

10 essential tips for submission



• Technical check (can we open your manuscript file)
• Assignment to a handling editor

• Discussion among editorial team
• Assessment by handling editor

− Fit for journal’s aims and scope

− Comparison to related literature
• Possible external consultation (other editors, advisory board)

• Sent to peer review, transfer offer, or rejection

What happens after you press Submit?



• Desk rejection: the editor of the journal does not send the manuscript for 
peer review

• Maybe a poor fit for the journal’s aims and scope, may not be in a format 
the journal is looking for (e.g., unsolicited review articles)

• Rejection for insufficient conceptual 
advance
− Substitution

− Incremental

− A + B = A + B

− Highly niche

• You may receive an offer to transfer to another journal, possibly with 
guaranteed peer review

Handling rejection like an adult, part 1: desk rejection



• Editors tend to 
− Know a little about a lot of things (professional) or 

− Have one deep area of scientific knowledge (academic) 

• External peer review promotes the quality of scientific research
− Assessment of technical rigor

− Outline of conceptual advance

− Suggestion for authors to improve their manuscript, not tear it down

• Reviews should comprise a specific recommendation 
(accept, revise, transfer, reject) and a reason for that recommendation

Peer review 101



• Most review is anonymized: the authors don’t know the reviewers’ identities

• 3 reviews is the gold standard, 2 can sometimes be enough if the comments 
are consistent

• 0-1 reviews needed for some short non-research content; 4+ rarely worth it

• A week or two is a reasonable time to review a physical, medical, earth, or 
life science paper (other fields, like mathematics, may take far longer)

• Conflict of interest
− Current or recent collaborators, same department, mentor/mentee, personal friendship

− But not distant collaborators, position paper co-authors, conference co-organizers

Peer review 102



The anatomy of an editorial decision letter

Summary of editorial comments

Explanation of editorial decision
and outcome of peer review

Summary of reviewer comments

Detailed point-by-point editorial comments

Detailed point-by-point comments
from both reviewers



• Really engage with the reviewer/editorial comments
− “Rewrite this section” means start over from the ground 

up, not add a couple of phrases to a few sentences

−  Answer the reviewers’ questions in the manuscript and 
not just in the reply letter

• Consult the editor if something isn’t clear
− Reviewers requested impossible/infeasible experiments

− Reviewer comments are conflicting

− Timelines are usually negotiable

• Warn the editor in advance if you go “off script”

Revising your article

https://amlbrown.com/2015/11/10/how-not-to-
be-reviewer-2/comment-page-1/



• May be sent for re-review
− Revision requiring new experiments (“major revision”) always re-reviewed

− Revision requiring text modifications only (“minor revision”) or of non-research 
articles (review, perspective, commentary articles) may not be re-reviewed

− Multiple review cycles (re-re-review) probably shouldn’t happen and are basically 
never done at Cell Press

• Accepted in principle or pre-accept: remaining editorial comments for clarity
• Finalize: nuts and bolts of journal requirements including length and 

formatting

• Accept

What happens next?



• The editor didn’t want this either
• Don’t accuse anyone of bias
• Don’t assume you know the identity of Reviewer #2
• Take a deep breath, vent to your lab-mates, go for a walk

• Wait 24 hours

• Then think about your next steps
− Did you get an offer to transfer?

− Is rebuttal worth it? (probably not)

− Trying again with the manuscript you have 
vs. putting more work into it

Handling rejection like an adult, part 2: post-review



Peer review models
Anonymizing, collaboration, and open review



• Traditional peer review is “single anonymous”
− Editors and reviewers know who each other are and who wrote the paper

− Authors don’t know who reviewed it

• Why this is the standard: lets reviewers give candid feedback
− Power imbalance, e.g. an assistant professor recommending against publishing a 

paper by a Nobel laureate

− Maintain good relationships: “I’m friends and colleagues with many of these people. 
I want them to be successful but not to publish substandard papers.”

• Why some people don’t like it: allows mean-spirited commenters to hide 
behind anonymity; seen as less transparent; reviewers might be biased for 
or against authors

Peer review 201



• Double-anonymous review gives less information about identity
− Editors know who wrote the paper and who reviewed it

− Authors don’t know who reviewed it and reviewers don’t know who wrote it

• Why some people like it: seen to reduce reviewer bias

• Why some people don’t: easy to inadvertently signify authorship; can make 
it harder for authors to build on their previous work; reviewer might have 
seen the work presented at a conference anyway

• Further anonymization: editors don’t know who wrote the paper, editors 
don’t know exactly who reviewed it?

Double-anonymous review



• Open review hides nothing: authors, reviewers, and editors all know each 
others’ identities

• Why some people like it: seen as totally transparent; makes reviewers 
completely accountable for their comments; reviewers can more easily 
claim “credit” for having reviewed

• Why some people don’t: might make reviewers more deferential, especially 
to senior authors, and refrain from making needed critiques

Zero-anonymous or open review



• Collaborative review lets reviewers discuss with each other as they’re 
preparing their comments
− Why some people like it: different reviewers have different expertise, so it helps 

reviewers understand if their comments are valid; assists the editor in creating a 
coherent revision plan

− Why some people don’t: can take longer; increases expectations on already-
burdened reviewers

• Published reviews illustrate how a paper improved because of review: 
useful as a training experience; increased transparency whether 
anonymous or not

Collaborative and published review

(since renamed to Multi-Journal Submission)



Promoting your work



Why bother?

https://xkcd.com/2501/

https://www.britishmuseum.org/blog/
introducing-scythians

https://www.nytimes.com/2024/02/05/arts/
design/british-museum-legion-focus-
groups.html



Your institution might be able to help

“Measure apneic events” → “monitor vital signs”

“High concordance with standard sleep study metrics” →
“usually requires a night in a sleep lab, hooked up to sensors”



Doing it yourself



Helpful resources

Elsevier Researcher Academy
https://researcheracademy.elsevier.com/

Cell Mentor
https://www.cell.com/cell-mentor

Or reach out to your favorite scientific editor

https://researcheracademy.elsevier.com/
https://www.cell.com/cell-mentor

